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1. INTRODUCTION

Reactors designed in Canada have, in general, made use of a
heavy water moderator. The first, NRX, went critical in 1947 and the
design of the second, NRU, began in 1952. Before this became oper-
ational, design began on a small demonstration power plant, NPD, which
went critical in April, 1962 and reached full power by June of that
year. Meanwhile, because of the promising economics of this type of
plant in Ontario, a 200 MW station was committed by the Hydro Electric
Power Commission of Ontario and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. This
station, Douglas Point, first produced power in 1967. In order to
increase our knowledge and understanding of organic coolants, an
experimental reactor, WR-1 was committed in 1962 and brought to full
power in 1965. The 2000 MW,.four unit Pickering generating station
was approved in 1965. Construction is well advanced on all units, the
first being scheduled to be on line in 1971. A 137 MW station for the
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission was ordered in 1966 and is scheduled
to be on line in 1970. Two 200 MW stations, similar to Douglas Point,
were ordered by India for their Rajasthan project and the first of
these is scheduled to be on power by 1971. Late in 1968, Ontario Hydro
approved the 3000 MW, four unit Bruce Generating Station. In 1966, a
250 MW station at Gentilly was approved for Hydro - Quebec. This unit,
scheduled to produce power in 1970 uses boiling light water as coolant.

Because of the use of a heavy water as moderator, these reactors
are similar in that the photo-neutron production by the heavy water
ensures that ion chamber current at shut-down does not reduce to less
than about 10~7 of that at full power. Another point in common is that
each has an active power control system. They are not self-regulating.
Also the coolant for each fuel string can be sampled, facilitating the
use of failed-fuel location systems. Re-fuelling on all except the
experimental reactors NRX and WR-1 is carried out at full power, and
this presents interesting control problems.

This paper will discuss briefly the development and current state
of the art in the areas of reactor power regulation, failed fuel location
systems and fuelling machine control.
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2. GENERAL APPROACH TO DESIGN

As will be evident from the details that follow, although the
basic design of the reactors is essentially the same, the solutions
to specific problems may differ from one reactor to another. This is
due to the use of several different teams of designers working in
parallel.

The original design staff was located at Chalk River, and they,
working with consultants, were responsible for NRX and NRU. The design
team for NPD was made up of personnel from Chalk River and industry and
was located in Peterborough. It has also designed WR-1 and KANUPP for
Pakistan. Before the NPD design was complete it became necessary to
start the Douglas Point project and a team for this, drawn from Chalk
River and industry and Ontario Hydro was located in Toronto. It has
also designed Pickering and will be responsible for Bruce. The boiling
water project, Gentilly, was-designed by a similar team except that the
utility engineers came from Hydro - Quebec. It too was located in
Toronto.

As indicated earlier, each successive plant was generally not
operational before the next design began. Thus the amount of recent
operating experience available to the designers was quite limited. This
situation is gradually improving and has been assisted by recent
organizational changes that have improved information transfer between
teams.

3. REACTOR POWER REGULATION '.

Although both NPD and Douglas Point reactors use analogue control
systems that function very well, all Canadian power reactors now being
designed or built make use of direct digital control of reactor power.
The system for KANUPP has been tested in the shop with a large analogue
computer representing the reactor and remainder of plant and is now being
installed at,site. The computers for Pickering #1 are installed in the
control area and program development is well advanced. Both computers
for Gentilly are installed in the development laboratory in Toronto.

The analogue systems in Canada up to and including Douglas Point
were triplicated in order to ensure reliability and availability. Their
excellent performance enabled the designers of WR-1 to use a duplicate
scheme and this too has been operating very well.
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The performance«pf digital computers, including the ones in use
at Douglas Point and Chalk River, from both the failure rate and the
time to repair points of view had also been quite good. The cost of
digital computers was dropping, their computing capabilities were
increasing and the use of integrated circuits was increasing their
reliability. Since 1960, Chalk River had been deeply involved in the
development of the use of digital- computers for nuclear reactors. The
NRU reactor was first controlled by computer in 1964, and methods of
data storage and display have been developed for use by in-reactor
experiments.

3.1 KANUPP

With this as background, the Peterborough design group studied
the replacement of the three analogue control systems proposed for
KANUPP with two digital systems. They concluded that:

available digital computers are fast enough to control a Canadian
reactor,

« the two channel digital system is as reliable as a three channel
analogue,

. the flexibility of programmed control over that of a wired logic
analogue system would speed up system development and commissioning,

. digital computers can do many things easily that are either difficult,
complicated, or impossible with analogue devices,

. the drafting work required would be reduced,

. by adding other systems to the computers, such as turbine load control,
annunciation, pump and motor bearing temperature alarm, the total cost
of instrumentation and control would not be increased,

. the facilities available to the operator would be improved, e.g., auto-
matic logging eliminates errors and frees him for more important tasks.

About the same time, and independently, the Toronto design group came to
similar conclusions and proposed the use of two computers for each reactor
at Pickering.

The KANUPP reactor power control system has been described by Luopa
and Anderton (Réf. 2). The outer loop, shown in Fig. 1 combines measurements
of steam flow and steam pressure into a neutron power set point for the
inner loop. The inner loop, Fig. 2, adjusts reactivity by manipulating the
moderator level control valve to maintain the neutron power, as measured
by out-of-core ion chambers, at the setpoint demanded by the outer loop.
The variables monitored are linear neutron flux, log neutron flux, rate of
change of log of neutron flux and moderator level.



A third loop monitors moderator level and adjusts reactivity using
booster or absorber rods to maintain the moderator level in the control
region at the top of the calandria. The reactor can be started tip auto-
matically from any level greater than six decades below full power.

The reactor will continue operating despite the disconnection of
the station from the grid. The reactor power regulating system maintains
all variabl;s within their trip limits under this condition.

Each computer is provided with its own set of parameter measuring
instruments and input set points. The computer with the lowest steam
pressure set point will seize control.

If both computers are operating and one stalls, its control valve •
will 'freeze' in position and the other computer will take control at a
slightly higher steam pressure. The 'frozen1 valve is then placed on
manual control. Should this occur if the other control valve is on
manual, the control valve associated with the failed computer will slowly
open, reducing reactor power until the control valve is placed on manual.
It is possible to control the moderator level manually.

The booster and absorber rod drives cannot be duplicated. As a
result, the signal to increase reactivity, obtained when the moderator
level reaches its upper limit, must be received from both computers before
it can be effective. A signal to reduce reactivity is valid if received
from only one computer.

As it is possible for the radial flux distribution to vary from
normal, the channel outlet temperatures are scanned, those of each quadrant
averaged and the rods in the hottest quadrant adjusted to remove the
inequality. As above, increases in reactivity require the agreement of
both computers.

•Î.2 PICKERING

The Pickering control system was described by Smith (Réf. 3) and
is similar in function to that of Douglas Point. Here the reactor power
is set by the operator as a computer input and the turbine adjusts the
governor valve to a value proportional to generated power.

.Moderator level is not used for normal changes in reactivity; in
its place fourteen liquid control rods are employed. The demanded power
is compared with signals from fourteen in-core detectors and the level of
liquid in each control rod is adjusted accordingly. Correction factors
for the in-core detectors are computed based on thermal measurements.
These rods- have only one control valve each of which can be controlled
either manually or by either computer. During low power conditions the
in-core devices are insufficiently sensitive. As flux distribution is not
important then, the liquid rods are all controlled to signals from out-of-
core ion chambers. There is sufficient reactivity in these rods to permit
control of power over its full range.



Eighteen neutron-absorbing adjuster rods are normally fully
inserted and are intended to provide reactivity needed to combat xenon
after shutdown. They are controlled by the computer by signals from
the in-core detectors.

In the event of disconnection of the grid from the generator,
the generator is tripped, excess steam blown off and the reactor power
is cut back to 1%. The reactor does not trip automatically.

Computer control signals are monitored by a 'watchdog' device
that directs a changeover unit to reject a faulty signal and switch in
an alternate.

Reactor regulation parameters are measured in triplicate and fed
to each computer which calculates the median value. The loss of one
signal does not affect plant output. Should two signals be lost the
'watchdog* device observes the fdlure and transfers control.

Moderator level is normally held at nominal full tank. However,
if the other reactivity devices should fail to maintain control cf power,
the level will be reduced under computer control.

Addition or removal of a soluble poison in the moderator is also
controlled by the computer. This is based on liquid levels in the
control rods, which indicate the reactivity state .if critical. If not,
it is based on the xenon load computed from the power history.

3.3 GENTILLY

The design of the Gentilly control system began a little later
than those for KANUPP and Pickering and available data clearly indicated
that digital computers should be used at least for the fourteen zone
control visualized (since reduced to seven) and to measure the steam
quality of forty of the three hundred coolant channels. As the design
has progressed, it has been found practical to add additional functions.

The control system was described by Whittall (Réf. 4). As in
Pickering, the turbine adjusts its throttle valve to accommodate the
power generated by the reactor. Two control loops send signals to the
control rods. The bulk system compares an ion chamber power signal
with the demanded power and sends velocity signals to all seven control
rods. The ion chamber signals are calibrated for thermal power if it
exceeds 30%. The spatial system accepts signals of quality, temperature
and pressure from 40 of the 308 channels, computes a zonal power signal
for each of the seven zones and sends appropriate velocity signals to
each of the seven rods, provided that power exceeds 30%.

The booster rods are sufficient to provide approximately thirty
minutes of xenon poison override time.
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On loss of line, it is expected that the turbine will continue
•feo operate and the surplus steam will be by-passed to the condenser
and gradually reduced to a value sufficient to prevent poison-out.

Ion chamber signals are measured in triplicate and fed to both
computers which are programmed to reject faulty or illogical signals.
Other key data is measured in duplicate, both signals going to each
computer. Data which, if not available, will not prevent plant operation
is measured with one instrument and may be sent to one or both computers,
depending upon the application.

Addition or removal of a soluble poison is performed manually as
in KANUPP.

During normal operation, both computers are running but only one
is in control. A hardware watchdog system polices for malopérâtion in
each computer. When it observes trouble it causes control to be passed
to the other computer. If both watchdog units report trouble all
reactivity control devices are driven to the maximum negative reactivity
position by external logic equipment, called the back-up fast shutdown
system, and the plant shuts down.

3.4 ADDITIONAL PLANT COMPUTER FUNCTIONS

In addition to the reactor regulation and flux tilt control, the
KANUPP computers perform the following functions:

. annunciation

. logging of channel temperatures

. logging of key variables

. bearing temperature monitoring

. xenon poison calculation

. turbine load control

The Pickering plant computers similarly perform other duties.
These include:

. fuelling machine control

. boiler pressure control

. temperature monitoring

. miscellaneous monitoring

. turbo-generator synchronizing
turbine run-up
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The Gentilly computers also perform other duties. These
include:

steam drum level control
. fuelling machine control
. logging
. annunciation (in part)
. xenon poison calculation

moderator level control
booster burn-up calculation

. bearing temperature monitoring

4. FAILED FUEL MONITORING

4.1 DETECTION

At NPD, detection of failed fuel is by means of a gamma sensitive
monitor observing the activity of an ion exchange resin bed that removes
negative ions from the coolant system. The iodine fission products are
major contributors. With no failed fuel the activity level reaches an
equilibrium, A failure will cause an increase in activity which sounds
an alarm.

At Douglas Point and KANUPP a continuous sample of primary coolant
is reduced" in pressure and passed through a gas stripper. The stripped
gases flow through a wire precipitator where rubidium - 88 and cesium - 138,
the positively charged daughter products through beta decay of krypton - 88
(half life 2.8 hours) and xenon - 138 (half life 17 minutes) are collected
on the negatively charged wire of a precipitator. The wire moves contin-
uously through the gas chamber past a scintillation counter. The
rubidium - 88 and cesium - 138 activities are measured separately.
Because of the different half-lives, the ratio of the signals changes
when fission products are released into the coolant and an alarm is sounded.

At BLW, a sample of the steam flowing to each steam drum is con-
densed, the gases removed by stripping which removes the iodines, and then
viewed by sodium iodide crystal. Due to the interference of short-lived
background activities, a delay of about twenty minutes has been introduced
between the time the coolant leaves the reactor and the time that is
observed. One of the principal fission gases detected is krypton - 88.

4.2 LOCATION

In a pressure - tube reactor, out-of reactor sampling of the coolant
in each tube can be made quite readily and this has been done for NPD,
WR-1, Douglas Point, Gentilly and KANUPP failed fuel location systems.
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At both Douglas Point and KANUPP a delayed neutron monitor has
been provided to detect primarily two fission products iodine - 137 with
a half-life of 22 seconds and bromine - 87 with a half life of 56
seconds. Fast neutrons from the decay of these isotopes are slowed in
a light water moderator and detected by a neutron sensitive counter.
Some significant 'non-fission product activities interfere with this
action. Nitrogen 16 and 17 are formed by the activation of the heavy
water coolant in the reactor. Nitrogen - 17 has a half life of 4.2
seconds and emits delayed neutrons and the high energy gamma rays from
nitrogen - 16, with a half life of 7.4 seconds react with the deuterium
in the coolant to produce photoneutrons. In addition, uranium contam-
ination in the coolant also produces neutrons from iodine - 137 and
bromine - 87.

Because of the stability of uranium oxide in water, fast ident-
ification of the faulty channel is not required. The expense of one
neutron monitor for each channel cannot be justified and multiplexirg
systems are used. At Douglas Point, eight sample flows are valved into
each monitor whereas in KANUPP each monitor can be physically moved to
detect neutron;; from any one of nine samples. The more recent KANUPP
design has reduced the number of valves and potential heavy water leakage
points. At Douglas Point signals from the neutron sensors are presented
on recorder charts. At KANUPP they are printed out through the station
computer. The KANUPP system is shown in Figure 3.

A detailed description of the operation of the Douglas Point
system was presented by Mr. F.W. Kee in Prague during the week of
November 10, 1969, and his conclusions were:

"The delayed neutron monitoring system as installed at
the Douglas Point reactor has been successfully employed
to locate fuel failures. Although there have been some
difficulties with components, the system design has
proven to be.sound and incorporates sufficient flexibility
to cope with unusual circumstances as was the case in
March, 1969 when there was a number of failures* which
showed up concurrently. As well, it has been shown that
at low power, it is possible to readily locate channels
containing fuel failures and further, to identify the
faulty bundle during the fuelling operation".

After the reactor had been in operation for about two years,
the level of I131in the coolant indicated the probable presence of failed
fuel. The fuel included bundles with burn-ups up to 7050 MWd/tonne U, and
had been at temperature for a total of 7200 hours and subjected to approx-
imately 200 power cycles of over 50% power.

Eleven bundles failed out of a total of 5920 bundles that have been
under power.
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Initially the iodine levels did not present an operating problem
but by February of this year it was felt wise to search the core for
defective bundles. The fission product content increased and on March 6th
the reactor was shutdown to remove faulty fuel. Four channels \vith the
largest DN signal were unloaded. Subsequently eleven of these forty-eight
bundles were found to have failed.

Four further channels were found to probably contain defected fuel
as indicated by the DN signals obtained at 2% reactor power. It was noted
that these signals varied directly with neutron flux. This relationship
was found to be observable when the fuel in a channel was moved along the
channel by 19 inches, the length of one bundle. Since the axial flux is
approximately a cosine curve, the percentage change in flux differs for
each of the twelve bundles. By observing the percent change in the DN
signal when the fuel string was moved one step, it was possible to cal-
culate the position of the faulty bundle. Thus the failed fuel location
system at Douglas Point is capable of identifying a faulty bundle in the
reactor.

The organic cooled WR-1 has a very low coolant activity level under
normal conditions as compared with that of heavy water cooled reactors Kith
a high N-16 level. Thus the gross gamma activity of the coolant is mainly
due to corrosion products or to fission products. The failed fuel location
system for this experimental reactor uses a geiger counter to observe the
gamma level in a sample of coolant from each site. A signal of the ratio
of the geiger current to the average of all geiger currents is used to
identify a faulty fuel string. The system has been working effectively
since 1965. Since the fuel in each channel is essentially one long bundle,
there is no need for identification of a faulty bundle within a strirg.

5. REFUELLING

A heavy water moderated reactor using natural or slightly enriched
uranium fuel is designed to have only a small amount of excess reactivity
under equilibrium conditions. A larger amount would considerably increase
the capital cost. It is therefore necessary to refuel frequently and this
must be done without reducing the plant power output. For this reason on-
power fuel changing machines have been provided on all power reactors of
Canadian design. These pressure-tube-type reactors permit ready access to
each fuel string as a result of the integration of the designs of the fuel
channels and the refuelling machines. Effective control of these machines
is of course essential, not only for normal operation but during the years
of machine development in the laboratory. For reasons of time and safety
it is desirable to use automatic control during the development phase.
Many control requirements are expected to change during this period. In
order to avoid delays in the development program it is desirable to have
a control system that can be modified quickly.
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The first on-power fuel handling system was provided for NPU.
This was operated from 1962 until June of 1969. A few difficulties in
the early years of operation were overcome and during the last two years
of operation no loss of power production was caused by either the mech-
anical equipment or its controls. The customer's target was a maximum
of 1.0% plant unavailability. The control system, one for each of the
two machines, was made up of conventional telephone relays and stepping
switches and flexibility was provided by connecting, all relay coils and
contacts to a set of patchboards into which were plugged the necessary
jumpers. The positions of internal machine components was detected by
means of external magnetic reed switches actuated by means of magnets
on the internal moving parts.

The control design for the Douglas Point machines uses solid
state logic modules and flexibility is provided by changing the conn-
ections to the nodules. It uses continuous readout of internal com-
ponent positions by means of potentiometers connected mechanically to
the drives. The automatic controls are now being commissioned at site.

After several yearr. of operation at NPD the operating advantages
of continuous position readout were established. Lxperience also indicated
that automated logging of machine operations would be highly desirable.
Improved machines were ordered, incorporating components not available at
the time of the first design, and for these new controls were designed in
Peterborough incorporating the indicated improvements. These new machines
and controls refuelled NPD on pouer under full automatic control on
November 10th of this year.

Each machine has associated with it a small digital computer,
DEC PDP-8 and an input - output multiplexer to accommodate 360 inputs and
360 outputs. The computer has an 8K core memory and two magnetic tapes
of approximately 200K each. Although one slightly larger control processor
could have been used in place of these two, the development laboratory was
designed to test one nachine at a time and the programs for the laboratory
would have differed from those for the site. By using two processors,
programs can be checked out in the laboratory, sent to site and used
immediately.

Among the design criteria for this control system was that the
operator need know nothing about computers. His commands to the system are
by conventional hand sWitch.es and his information from the system appears
in engineering units on a digital display. Another criterion was that
since changes to operations or sequences were to be expected during
development and early operation such changes should l-e within the capability
of a technician who understood the fuel changing system and who did not
understand programming. This was accomplished by writing a special con-
versational mode program that accepts from a keyboard data in a form
readily understood by the technician and converts it into computer machine
language.
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Machine component position is observed by shaft-encoders connected
to the various drives. The digital data from such devices can be compared
readily with preselected digital data in the computer. In addition, *lie
system, when compared with analogue systems, is relatively insensitive
to stray induced voltages.

The Pickering machine control system also uses digital techniques
but makes use of one of the station computers rather than two smaller
ones. Because this is a four unit station, it was practical to assign
one of the eight computers to the fuel handling development laboratory in
Toronto. Potentiometers are used for component position measurement and
interference from stray voltages is eliminated by proper shielding. The
machines and controls are now being tested in the laboratory in Toronto.

The single unit KANUPP station uses essentially the same machine
control system as that supplie-! !"or NPD. The machines and controls are
now being tested in the laboratory in Peterborough.

The four unit Bruce station being designed in Toronto will use
computers for fuel handling control that are separate from the station
control units. This is expected to be an advantage from the points of
view of the development and construction schedules.,

The Gentilly reactor requires only one fuelling machine, as it
is designed for fuelling from below the core. In this case one of the
station central processors serves this function. Here again, shaft
encoders are used.

In summary, all fuelling machine control systems of recent design
use digital computer control. As might be expected with three different
design groups, the design details differ. The suitability of digital
control has been well proven.
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